Genome sequencing is proceeding at an increasingly rapid rate and this has led to an equally rapid increase in predicted protein sequences entering the protein sequence databases. In this paper the term proteome is used to describe the protein equivalent of the genome. Most of these predicted protein sequences are without a documented functional role. One of the major challenges of the genome era is to predict molecular functions and biological roles for the predicted gene products.
There are a number of existing databases that address some aspects of genome comparisons. The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) is a knowledge base for systematic analysis of gene functions, linking genomic information with higher order functional information (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) . The WIT Project attempts to produce metabolic reconstructions for sequenced (or partially sequenced) genomes (Overbeek et al., 2000) . A metabolic reconstruction is described as a model of the metabolism of the organism derived from sequence, biochemical, and phenotypic data. KEGG and WIT mainly address regulation and metabolic pathways although the KEGG scheme is being extended to include * To whom all correspondence should be addressed. a number of non-metabolism-related functions. A phylogenetic classification of proteins encoded in more than 30 complete genomes can be found in the Clusters of Orthologous Groups of proteins (COGs; Tatusov et al., 2000) . COGs group together related proteins with similar but sometimes non-identical functions InterPro (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/) is an integrated documentation resource of protein families, domains and functional sites that rationalizes the complementary efforts of the PROSITE, PRINTS, Pfam and ProDom database projects. InterPro is implemented as a relational database in Oracle and users have direct access via Java servlets. The InterPro database is distributed as XML-formatted flat files and as exports of the relational database. The InterPro database provides an integrated layer on top of the most commonly used signature databases to provide a user-friendly interface for textbased searches and sequence scans. In the present paper we describe an important tool that facilitates dynamic InterPro based comparative analysis of each proteome with other available proteomes allowing flexibility of access to the data and providing the means to generate custom-based comparisons.
Comparative analysis data is presented in two different versions in the proteome analysis database (Apweiler et al., 2001a,b) as static and dynamic HTML pages. The static HTML pages contain a few of the most obvious proteome comparisons and these are listed in the section below. This comparison is run through the proteome comparison program and the data is updated weekly together with all other proteome analysis updates. The dynamic HTML pages are generated interactively using the InterPro proteome comparisons program.
Dynamic InterPro-based comparisons can be made using the InterPro proteome comparisons program to select the proteomes of the organisms to be compared and the type of comparative analysis to be carried out (http://www. ebi.ac.uk/proteome/comparisons.html). The program is a web application with a client/server architecture that runs on a UNIX server and is accessed via a web browser (e.g. Netscape) from any computer that has access to the server via internet. Users can set up the dynamic comparison using a simple input form (Figure 1) . The Java servlet creates an SQL script for the selected proteomes and analysis type (as selected by the user) and runs it over the Oracle database. The results are formatted and presented as web pages, similar to the static HTML pages.
Comparisons that can be made include general statistics, top 30 entries, top 200 entries, 15 most common protein families, 15 most common domains and 15 most common protein repeats. An additional feature is the option to compute a list of shared InterPro entries that are common to all the selected proteomes (this is similar in concept to the overlapping region of a Venn diagram).
